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The Cost of Inexperience

ABSTRACT

Free market entry is vital in preventing concentration of market power and eliminating large deadweight losses. Yet, in recent years, studies show that newcomers are less successful than existing firms that have diversified their products in the market. What might explain this phenomenon?

This Article unveils a regulatory catch-22. Although a given regulation may be efficient in correcting one market failure, its distributional effects may create another. “Economies of experience” in regulation create significant disadvantages to newcomers and provide substantial advantages to old-timers. Being well-versed in their marketplace, old-timers possess knowledge, familiarity, and influence over the rulemaking process. New or “green” entities entering regulated markets or dealing with a new rule face proportionally larger costs to obtain regulatory insight. Consequently, an anomaly exists when government actions may de facto hamper innovation and survival of newcomers, the same goals it seeks to promote.

To remedy this inconsistency, the Article suggests ways to offset these distributional asymmetries through the use of information cooperatives, regulatory sandboxes, and compensatory mechanisms. These solutions offer policymakers greater regulatory efficiency without deregulation.

I. INTRODUCTION

Newcomers are more likely to fail. Yet, in the last two decades, studies have demonstrated that while the rate of newcomers entering the market is higher than ever,1 these startups are less successful than existing firms compared to those that have diversified their products in the market.2 One reason for this anomaly may be the distributional impact of government

regulation on private enterprise. Modern business practice requires adhering to numerous regulations, obtaining licenses or approvals from various governmental authorities, and making informational filings to either enter or stay in the market.

Consider Entities A and B, both currently in the development stage of drones for commercial delivery use. Entity A is a newcomer while Entity B has been producing drones for various industrial surveillance uses. Entity A developed drones that are made from lighter material, can operate longer, and include enhanced security features. However, it will face many preliminary costs. It needs to resolve technological issues such as ensuring reliable service, safe use, and aerial communication. Like any other business, it will have to find investors, study the market structure, create a customer base, and establish a chain of suppliers. To survive in the market, it will need to do so while selling its products at a competitive price. These costs are part of the price of doing business.

Nevertheless, unlike Entity B, Entity A also will need to acquire knowledge about the air and public safety regulations that govern the airborne artefacts market such as the Federal Aviation Administration regulation and various state legislation. It might also need to research the regulatory environments of its potential collaborators such as Walmart, Amazon, Google, and Alibaba to avoid putting them in compliance default by using its drones. Yet, current airborne artefacts regulation is outdated and does not address widespread commercial delivery use. Entity A may be


4. Dunne et al., supra note 2, at 515.


7. See, e.g., Teresa Hayes, The Rising Demand for Drones in the Retail Sector, MARKETRESEARCH.COM (Jun. 29, 2016), https://blog.marketresearch.com/the-demand-for-drones-in-the-retail-sector (surveying the growing interest in delivery drones). See also the effect on Mazda’s reputation as a result of a third-party airbag manufacturer’s malfunction. WASH. POST, Nov. 29, 2015, at G02 (“Ford (joining Honda, Toyota and Nissan) will no longer be using air-bag inflaters [sic] made by Takata, another blow to the troubled Japanese parts supplier. Takata inflaters [sic] can explode with too much force, sending shrapnel into drivers and passengers.”).
These regulatory costs are not trivial. They serve as high entry barriers. As a current industrial drone manufacturer, Entity B already possesses this knowledge and market influence. It has experience with air safety and product liability regulation. It has a greater ability to mitigate future regulatory changes. It may even utilize its knowledge to block Entity A’s entry or persuade the regulator to hamper Entity A’s ability to compete in the drone market. If Entity A is still under development of its innovative drone, such regulatory pressure may restrain its progress and even halt production altogether. It may deter a universe of new technologies from coming into existence. Scholars have noted that “identifying . . . innovation restraints has proven to be very difficult.” "Develop[ing] . . . suitable remedies [has been] even more problematic.”

This Article’s original contribution is twofold. First, it introduces a new way to think about how regulations might affect business decisions. It argues that regulations have the potential of affecting newcomers more perversely than old-timers. Second, the Article moves beyond the mythology of startup firms and considers firms with experience levels of all types. It denotes regulatory experience as a much broader concept. Economies of experience is coined in this Article as the benefit of age, but also scope. Whereas old-timers may be able to spread regulatory costs over their output or longevity, newcomers are more likely limited in their ability to mitigate these costs due to structural obstacles. This observation

8. Consider, for example, the case of a PVC tube manufacturer who did not receive approval from the electrical Code due to the lobbying efforts of old-timers who produced steel conductors. Allied Tube & Conduit Corp. v. Indian Head, Inc., 486 U.S. 492 (1988).
9. See infra Part IV.
12. Id.
13. By “regulation,” this Article refers to the vast range of formal rules (judicial, legislative, and administrative) that are “regulatory” in the sense that they burden behavior in order to change social welfare payoffs. See generally WILLIAM EDWARD LEUCHTENBURG, THE FDR YEARS: ON ROOSEVELT AND HIS LEGACY 165–70 (1995) (describing the proliferation of government regulation during President Roosevelt’s years).
14. A mature firm could still be inexperienced scope-wise and the managers of a startup could have an abundance of experience. Non-startup firms entering certain new markets (such as airline and pharmaceutical industries) might be as important for the economy.
15. See infra Part III.
16. See infra Part IV.
reveals regressive regulatory barriers. Many newcomers might not be aware of the extent of these pitfalls until faced with administrative delays and overwhelming costs. Others may forgo entering the market altogether.

The effects of regulatory asymmetries on newcomers are palpable. Economic development correlates significantly with the existence of innovative young firms. Free market entry is the foundation of a vibrant economy. It helps prevent the concentration of market power, reduces supracompetitive profits, and eliminates large deadweight losses. It increases productive efficiency by forcing market players to innovate and

17. For a clarification of the use of the term “regressive” in this Article see infra note 27. See MICHAELA SAISSANA & STEFANO TARANTOLA, STATE-OF-THE-ART REPORT ON CURRENT METHODOLOGIES AND PRACTICES FOR COMPOSITE INDICATOR DEVELOPMENT 5 (2002) (defining a “composite indicator” as a mathematical combination of indicators and proposing it to be a better way to represent different dimensions of a concept as the subject of examination).


19. See, e.g., JOE S. BAIN, BARRIERS TO NEW COMPETITION: THEIR CHARACTER AND CONSEQUENCES IN MANUFACTURING INDUSTRIES 142 (1956) (defining barriers to entry as factors that allow corporations to obtain higher than normal profits while deterring others from entering and competing); GEORGE J. STIGLER, THE ORGANIZATION OF INDUSTRY 67–70 (1968) (distinguishing between capital requirements and barriers to entry by holding that existing firms also have to meet these requirements while acknowledging that they serve as a determinant of economies of scale and the shape of the long-run average cost curve); see also Richard Schmalensee, Sunk Costs and Antitrust Barriers to Entry, 94 AM. ECON. REV. 471, 471–77 (2004) (noting that economists disagree about what market characteristics constitute “true” barriers to entry). But see Einer Elhauge, Are Term Limits Undemocratic?, 64 U. CHI. L. REV. 83, 161 (1997) (noting that higher entry barriers can be beneficial in encouraging entry by emphasizing the benefits of successful entry).

20. See, e.g., TRANSP. RESEARCH BD., NAT’L RESEARCH COUNCIL, ENTRY AND COMPETITION IN THE U.S. AIRLINE INDUSTRY 24–26 (1999) (advocating government policies should generate outcomes closer to what would be produced by free entry with price discrimination); Christopher S. Yoo, Rethinking the Commitment to Free, Local Television, 52 EMORY L.J. 1579, 1592 (2003) (noting that free entry by new competitors dissipates supracompetitive profits that may exist in the short run).

to lower costs, thereby creating benefits for consumers.\footnote{22}{See Thomas W. Hazlett, \textit{Private Monopoly and the Public Interest: An Economic Analysis of the Cable Television Franchise}, 134 U. PA. L. REV. 1335, 1342–43 (1986) (discussing entry and competitive conditions in the cable television industry). But see Hsieh & Moretti, supra note 21, at 1076 (describing situations where free entry policy may not be in the public interest).} Freedom of entry also facilitates greater competition.\footnote{23}{See \textit{Herbert Hovenkamp, The Antitrust Enterprise: Principle and Execution} 54 (2009) (indicating that we should strive to assure easy entry into the market); Daniel F. Spulber, \textit{Regulation and Markets} 138 (1989) ("[T]he possibility of competitive entry limits the profits of incumbent firms.").} Although legislators purport to embolden free entry, ironically, newcomers are the ones most disadvantaged by regulation. By its own action, the government places heftier burdens on those seeking to enter the market and compete, thus indirectly obstructing innovation.\footnote{24}{Israel M. Kirzner, \textit{Discovery and the Capitalist Process} 121 (1985).} While trying to correct certain imperfect outcomes, the government may create others.

This Article reveals the effects of government regulation on newcomers. The concepts of “newcomers” and “old-timers” play a central role in this Article. It will be helpful, therefore, to clarify the meaning of these terms at the outset. Although the term has several meanings, this Article uses newcomers to describe young and inexperienced firms in various industries. Old-timers are the opposite of newcomers and possess an abundance of market experience, connections, and industrial and regulatory knowledge.\footnote{25}{See, e.g., Canice Prendergast & Lars Stole, \textit{Impetuous Youngsters and Jaded Old-Timers: Acquiring a Reputation for Learning}, 104 J. POL. ECON. 1105, 1106 (1996) (examining investment management decision-making process in correlation to ability to learn).} Although the terms may refer to both individuals and entities, this Article focuses on the latter. Lastly, the Article applies to newcomers in various regulatory environments with no specific industry in mind. It includes, but is not limited to, newcomers entering mature industries with significant regulation (such as pharmaceutical, communication, or utilities) or those acting through technological innovations in services, manufacturing, or retail industries. It also narrates “regulation” in a broader sense to include general “meta regulations” (such as securities laws and labor and employment laws) as well as industry-specific regulations (taxi, hotel, or airborne artefact regulations).

Following this introduction, Part II begins by discussing regulatory costs.\footnote{26}{See, e.g., Sidney A. Shapiro & Joseph P. Tomain, \textit{Regulatory Law and Policy: Cases and Materials} 53–54 (3d ed. 2003) (discussing regulatory controls in the transportation, energy, and telecommunications industries).} They could be especially detrimental to newcomers that are not aware of their existence until later in the process. They can be direct or indirect. They may be borne by the regulator, the regulated, or unregulated parties. Part III presents the concept of economies (and diseconomies) of
experience through accretions in age and scope. Part IV demonstrates that an entity’s ability to mitigate new and existing regulatory burdens is a function of its regulatory industrial maturity, knowledge, and market familiarity. It also demonstrates how regulatory action combined with economies of experience in fact creates a regressive distributional impact.27 Thereafter, it reveals that the incidence of these distributional effects is significant not only for regulated entities, but also for unregulated third parties in society. Part V presents potential solutions and new approaches to alleviate perverse regulatory effects through collaborative mechanisms and regulatory sandboxes that increase information sharing and participation of newcomers in the regulatory process. Part VI concludes by reflecting on current and future policy discourse surrounding the effect of government action on innovation.

II. REGULATORY COSTS

Many rules and regulations aim to repair market failures. Governments establish new regulations in order to promote social welfare in health,28 workplace safety,29 immigration and homeland security,30 fair labor and employment,31 and environmental responsibility.32 Under the familiar

27. By “regressive,” this Article refers to the reverse graduated nature of the regulatory burden, which puts a higher burden on those with lower experience levels. The use of the phrase in this Article is distinguished from its use in tax literature in reference to placing higher tax burdens on individuals with a lower ability to pay. Regressive tax (regressivity), BOUVIER LAW DICTIONARY (6th ed. 1856); JOEL SLEMROD & JON BAKIJA, TAXING OURSELVES: A CITIZEN’S GUIDE TO THE GREAT DEBATE OVER TAX REFORM 50–51 (1996). This Article concerns itself with entities rather than the individuals who have a property interest in entities.
31. See, e.g., Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938, Pub. L. No. 75-718, 52 Stat. 1060 (codified at 29 U.S.C. § 201) (an act that establishes standard employment conditions such as minimum wage,
Pigouvian analysis, “where there is reason to believe that the free play of self-interest will cause an amount of resources to be invested different from the amount that is required in the best interest of the national dividend, there is a prima facie case for public intervention.” Nevertheless, regulation that originally benefits society can be socially undesirable if it becomes too costly.

Cost-benefit analyses consider whether net benefits from regulations outweigh their net costs. This Article takes a different approach. It begins by assuming current regulations are socially efficient for the initial purpose...
for which they were created. Thereafter, it outlines the composition of the costs associated with such regulations and examines their distributional effects on current and future market players.36

A. Direct Regulatory Costs

Regulation is costly.37 Compliance costs derive from the need to obey rules or to bear penalties. Both are integral parts of a regulated environment. For example, environmental regulations necessitate purchasing capital-intensive technology to reduce emissions.38 In another case, compliance costs may be created by a new rule requiring a different notice to customers about health risks. The regulatory action imposes a new cost to review and correct current health notices.39

The regulatory norm may also necessitate the creation of new processes and procedures. It could require revising the production process to comply with the regulated range of behaviors. It might even entail altering distribution schemes to incorporate the new regulatory change.40 For example, a new emissions standard may call for altering the production process to use less thermal units of energy.41 Similarly, a new health privacy rule may compel the modification of information transfers with customers and third parties in order to remain compliant.42 All of these changes may affect the price of producing a product.

36. These costs are divided into direct financial costs (compliance, enforcement, and administrative) and indirect costs (informational and opportunity) as a side effect of regulation. See, e.g., David M. Cutler & Brigitte C. Madrian, Labor Market Responses to Rising Health Insurance Costs: Evidence on Hours Worked, 29 RAND J. ECON. 509, 510 (1998) (examining labor markets’ response to rising fixed costs in health insurance costs); Henry Hansmann, When Does Worker Ownership Work? ESOPs, Law Firms, Codetermination, and Economic Democracy, 99 YALE L.J. 1749, 1787 (1990) (noting that law entities incur fixed health insurance costs that do not vary with a partner’s billable hours).

37. RICHARD A. IPPOLITO, ECONOMICS FOR LAWYERS 122 (2005).

38. On technology-enforcing mechanisms, see Christoph Müller & André Nijsen, Development of an RIA Coordination with a Focus on SME and Start-Ups, in BUSINESS REGULATION AND PUBLIC POLICY 269 (A. Nijsen et al. eds., 2009).


40. See David Sunding & David Zilberman, Consideration of Economics Under California’s Porter-Cologne Act, 13 HASTINGS W.-NW. J. ENVTL. L. & POL’Y 73, 86 (2007) (discussing the regulatory transaction costs of regulation effects on the need to alter production technologies or substitute inputs).

41. See Bernard S. Black & Richard J. Pierce, Jr., The Choice Between Markets and Central Planning in Regulating the U.S. Electricity Industry, 93 COLUM. L. REV. 1339, 1390 n.170 (1993) (“[T]he new source performance standards for fossil fuel-fired power plants apply only to sources that consume at least 250 million British Thermal Units of heat energy per year, an amount roughly equivalent to 73 megawatts of heat energy.”).

42. See infra Part IV.B.
Regulations can also impose administrative filing and disclosure requirements. In its recent Information Collection Budget, the Office of Management and Budget reported that 9.45 billion hours are annually required to complete regulatory paperwork. Reporting and recordkeeping requirements are another major cost imposed on regulated entities. These costs usually include, but are not limited to, compiling the necessary information, training employees, conferring with professionals, and preparing reports. These administrative costs result from compliance with the legal duties to furnish information and can be high and fixed, regardless of the entity’s production level.

Conforming to regulations also involves strategic and opportunity costs because making one choice means renouncing the other courses of action. Opportunity costs include the time and money not spent on an alternative available action. Given multiple competing opportunities, the best choice is the one that maximizes surplus while taking into account the loss of all other opportunities from foregone actions. Opportunistic regulated parties may invest time and resources on ways to evade regulations. For example, firms may attempt to shorten or avoid the agency approval process to their benefit. Others may advocate for increased regulatory entry barriers for competitive advantages. They may lobby for higher entry barriers to stifle competition.
Finally, a prominent opportunity cost associated with regulation is administrative delay. Although firms aim to execute their decisions quickly and without delays, regulations can create substantial deferments. At times, entities are forced to postpone productive activities until their administrative staff can vet a lengthy assurance process. In extreme cases, a permanent loss of opportunities can occur because of an undue regulatory burden resulting in unexpected suspensions or monetary costs.

B. Indirect Regulatory Costs

Besides imposing direct costs, regulations can be conceptualized as a system of knowledge about rules that determine who might take an action under certain circumstances. Regulated entities incur indirect informational costs to learn, interpret, and comply with the requirements of a regulation. Thereafter, they must create protocols and keep abreast of new or revised regulations. This includes developing practices and putting monitoring systems into place to stay informed of regulatory changes.

Nevertheless, third parties outside of regulators’ reaches are also affected by regulatory realities. Unregulated third parties incur incidental informational costs in addition to those shouldered by regulated entities. In order to minimize their risk, third parties often are required to monitor the compliance of regulated parties or seek remedies in the case of non-compliance. This is especially true when the regulation aims to protect third-party dealings with regulated entities.

Consider the use of T’s airbags in Mazda cars. If the airbags are subject to specific safety regulations that might inadvertently affect the quality of M’s product and M’s reputation, M will invest more time in deciding which airbags to buy and whether each part of the airbag complies with its specific industry regulation. It may be more efficient for M to abandon the use of T’s products or to vertically integrate with T to minimize risks to its

---


55. Id. at 856 (defining “protocols” as “[p]rocedures for quickly, effectively, securely and cheaply communicating information”).
product reputation.\textsuperscript{56} Thus, the regulatory action causes unregulated third-party to incur added information and administrative costs. In some cases, these costs may dissuade unregulated third-party from completing a transaction with a regulated party or encourage (competitively undesired) vertical integration between producers and vendors.

Lastly, it is worth noting that the regulator incurs significant costs in the process of establishing a rule.\textsuperscript{57} Regulatory agencies may sustain major costs at the promulgation and enforcement stages. These costs are central to the decision of whether to adopt a rule. They include, but are not limited to, creating and sustaining norms and the cost of researching alternatives to regulation.\textsuperscript{58} Once enacted, regulatory agencies receive feedback on regulations and incur monitoring costs when appraising and updating these directives. During this process, agencies may need to issue guidelines and clarify rules to complement and explain the primary regulation.

Enforcement, detection, and auditing expenses are other costs associated with regulatory action. Strategic planning and avoidance by regulated parties increase costs for regulated entities and for regulators. With the need to close loopholes comes added complexity. Convoluted rules increase administrative and compliance costs for regulated entities and the regulatory agencies that oversee them. The next Part discusses specific factors that affect the distributional nature of the abovementioned costs.

\section*{III. Economies of Experience}

A dynamic process of learning creates economies of experience. Regulatory costs fluctuate for each entity according to factors such as managers’ education and background, the entity’s product progression, and other industrial and financial conditions.\textsuperscript{59} Yet, \textit{all else being equal}, as

\begin{flushright}
\textsuperscript{56} See Mike Spector, \textit{Business News: Car Makers Vow To Boost Safety}, WALL ST. J., Jan. 16, 2016, at B4 (reporting that “[i]n September, GM paid a $900 million penalty to settle a Justice Department criminal probe of a defective ignition switch linked to 124 deaths. . . . Meantime, Fiat Chrysler suffered fines resulting from regulatory investigations”); \textit{Mazda to Recall Vehicles Linked to Defective Airbags}, N.Y. TIMES, Jan. 9, 2016, at B2 (noting “[t]he airbag recalls are among the largest in United States automotive history, encompassing 23 million airbag inflaters in 19 million vehicles manufactured by 12 car companies”).


\textsuperscript{58} Such as no regulation at all or creating a rule that renders a certain outcome as socially and reasonably desirable. For example, under the Regulatory Flexibility Act, 5 U.S.C. §§ 601–12, Pub. L. No. 96-354 § 3(a), 94 Stat. 1165 (1980), every government agency needs to assess and mitigate the discriminatory effect of regulation on small business.

explained herein, some factors affect the economies of experience curve more than others do.

A. Age

Market and production information is subject to economies that contribute to movements along dimensions of experience. The passage of time is beneficial to obtain such knowledge. Here, “economies of age” refers to the notion that newcomers incur immediate, higher learning costs compared to veteran firms. Consequently, economies of age can be beneficial to achieving dual marketplace familiarity advantages. First, old-timers benefit from conversance within the market by other market players. Second, veteran entities also gain by having knowledge of the market’s industrial and regulatory environment.

As the age of the entity increases, it has more time to establish positive customer relationships and acquaintance with its products. Generally, firms that enter the market early enjoy a substantial “first-mover advantage” over later entrants. This may result from practical limitations on access and delays associated with incomplete production knowledge.

exit based on several factors including financial condition of affiliated entities in the group); Serguey Braguinsky, Steven Klepper & Atsushi Ohyama, High-Tech Entrepreneurship, 55 J. LAW & ECON. 869, 881 (2012) (noting that the “amount of education of entrepreneurs in the technology-related sample is also higher than in the paid-work sample”).


63. Lieberman & Montgomery, supra note 62, at 46 (attributing the advantages of being a first-mover to network effects, consumer switching costs, acquisition of resources, and technology preemption); see also Mark A. Lemley & David W. O’Brien, Encouraging Software Reuse, 49 STAN. L.
To overcome this phenomenon, newcomers need to become more efficient in their production methods. They also may integrate with old-timers and exit the market. This is an ordinary price of entering a market. Yet, at times, the first-mover premium may generate market control when the government places physical and informational restrictions on market entry. From the entrepreneur’s perspective, heavily regulated markets impose high costs that sometimes render investment unattractive. This may result in a long-term loss to society by providing greater market control to established entities.

Moreover, longevity can be advantageous to achieving marketplace familiarity with its environment. The older the entity, the more time it has had to become informed about its market and become acquainted with its landscape. Information about the structure, composition, state of competition, and possible failures are other examples of beneficial knowledge of the marketplace. Because market information is a valuable and costly factor of production, new entrants experience a net increase in their cost-per-unit, lowering their present value of future profits. That cost may prevent young firms from even entering the market. High-entry barriers may be required in some industries, but they may be an unintended cost in others.

64. But see Michael Abramowicz & John F. Duffy, Intellectual Property for Market Experimentation, 83 N.Y.U. L. REV. 337, 354 (2008) (noting that increased legal protection from the government in the form of a higher degree of market exclusivity to increase the first-mover advantage “can promote social welfare by increasing the number of experiments that private parties are willing to undertake”).

65. Kirzner, Discovery, supra note 24, at 39 (finding that protection from entrepreneurial competition does not necessarily spur entrepreneurial discovery).


67. For example, the key entry barriers in the pharmaceutical industry are characterized as a great deal of innovation risk to develop a drug and to complete the FDA approval process. See generally Herbert Hovenkamp, Sensible Antitrust Rules for Pharmaceutical Competition, 39 U.S.F. L. REV. 11, 15 (2004) (discussing the implications of regulatory entry barriers on pharma competition); Mary Lou Steptoe & David Baltoby, Finding the Right Prescription: The FTC’s Use of Innovative Merger Remedies, ANTITRUST, Fall 1995, at 16, 16–17 (describing the FDA approval process as requiring “a potential entrant [to] demonstrate the safety and efficacy of its drug through animal studies and human clinical trials” and to “demonstrate that it can manufacture the drug in commercial lot sizes, according to good manufacturing standards”).

68. See, e.g., Cindy R. Alexander & Yoon-Ho Alex Lee, The Economics of Regulatory Reform: Termination of Airline Computer Reservation System Rules, 21 YALE J. ON REG. 369, 392 (2004) (examining airline computer reservation regulations and concluding that the traditional approach to evaluating the merits of a regulation exhibits a bias toward rule retention by assuming that the relevant alternative to regulation is a state of laissez-faire).
Veteran entities enjoy economies of age in the gathering and processing of information. Experienced entities become well-versed in industry rules and protocols to accommodate their production process. As such, they tend to adapt faster to changes in regulations or new rules. They have built relationships with policymakers and cultivated connections with other market players. As will be discussed later, they possess greater influence over the rulemaking process.

There are high informational costs for obtaining licenses, importing goods, hiring employees, and managing financial transactions that not only control the market, but also limit entrance into it. Professionals, such as lawyers, bankers, and compliance agents, are costly. As the next Part will demonstrate, they may even be utilized to increase the marginal costs of newcomers and serve as internal subsidies to existing market players.

**B. Scope**

Economies of scope are similar to economies of age when observed in connection with market experience. However, the focus of economies of scope is not on the longevity of the entity, but rather its previous interaction with the market. It is associated with integration of production experience. Economies of scope emanate from the creation of different but compatible products. Assume that two entities, C and D, each develop a new product, X. Entity C has already produced and distributed a related or similar product, Z, and is well-known in the marketplace for that product. Entity C will benefit from economies of scope over Entity D in a number of aspects. First, due to the market’s familiarity with its product, Entity C’s customers will tend to trust its new products. Second, even if Entity C is not dominant in its market, it possesses an advantage over Entity D, due to its knowledge

---

70. *Id.* at 342–44.
71. See generally Charles K. Whitehead, *The Goldilocks Approach: Financial Risk and Staged Regulation*, 97 CORNELL L. REV. 1267, 1295–306 n.207 (2012) (finding that “[o]ver time, the regulators’ experience with staging will itself provide feedback information regarding which kinds of regulation are most suited for staging and the optimal procedures to be adopted in gathering information and modifying new rules as they are implemented”).
72. See infra Part IV.A.2.
73. See MICHAEL PARKIN, ECONOMICS 258 (6th ed. 2003) (arguing that licenses controlling entry creates a legal monopoly).
of production processes, regulations, market structure, marketing methods, distribution channels, and retailer relationships that entail producing product Z. Entity C can more easily expand the range of its products by leveraging its existing resources, knowledge, and positive customer experience.\(^76\)

When an entity produces two or more related products, it can reduce its overall cost-per-unit compared to entities that produce each product separately in similar quantities.\(^77\) The essence of economies of scope is expertise and specialized knowledge.\(^78\) For example, a producer of apple juice may use existing knowledge, expertise, and equipment to produce orange juice; thus, the cost-per-unit for the producer of both kinds of juice decreases compared to a single-product manufacturer.

Economies of scope can result in reduced costs of production. Information is as much of an input or resource as other factors of production.\(^79\) As an entity accumulates knowledge on production methods, the learning effect decreases its cost-per-unit.\(^80\) They also can occur through reducing distribution and marketing costs by using existing customers and utilizing the geographic concentration of customers.\(^81\)

In addition to a lower cost-per-unit for related products, multi-product entities can exploit their market familiarity by bundling their products or engaging in anticompetitive price manipulation.\(^82\) There are many examples of this phenomenon. For instance, Google and Microsoft often offer similar products to their customers.\(^83\) They use their “captive audience” to introduce new and related products to reduce their advertising

---

76. Diseconomies of scope and age can occur when customers have a negative experience. See Kevin M. Warsh, Corporate Spinoffs and Mass Tort Liability, 1995 COLUM. BUS. L. REV. 675, 714 (1995) (noting cases where management became preoccupied with tobacco litigation which transformed into a factor of diseconomies of scale).


79. See KIRZNER, COMPETITION, supra note 18, at 90.


81. Id. at 15.


and marketing costs. Google advertises its product Google Calendar to its current Gmail customers. Microsoft regularly bundles new products (such as OneNote) with existing product upgrades to introduce the new products to existing Office and Windows customers. Moreover, Google allows software developers to use its application programming interfaces in exchange for the right to advertise in their gadgets. These programs not only are compatible with Google current products but also interconnect and cross-reference to Google’s other products. For example, since Orbitz updated its website, it uses Google Maps’s interface. Now, Orbitz users are provided information on not only traffic but also weather and parking through Google’s other applications.

Firms with market proficiency can more easily expand the range of their products and entrench customers’ reliance on these products. This is achieved by using their existing retailer relationships and customer base. It is easier for these firms to vertically integrate with newcomers or take over their competitors. Entities lacking economies of experience may have no choice but to merge with entities possessing sufficient experience. Accordingly, economies of scope can lead to market dominance and deter market entrance.

84. See David A. Weisbach & Jacob Nussim, The Integration of Tax and Spending Programs, 113 Yale L.J. 955, 991 (2004) (noting that “[e]conomies of scope are a form of complementarity in production” when “it is less costly to combine two or more product lines in one firm than to produce them separately”); see also William J. Baumol, John C. Panzar & Robert D. Willig, Contestable Markets and the Theory of Industry Structure 279–303 (1982) (discussing the advantages of existing market players).


86. Moreover, Google makes its APIs available to software developers that are writing programs to provide other services in return for inserting advertisements on related services. Evans, supra note 83, at 297 (“Since January 2007, developers have written around 20,000 ’gadgets’—mini-applications that use the Google Gadgets API and can run on Google platforms (e.g. Google Calendar, iGoogle—a personalized Google homepage, Google Desktop, Blogger, Google Maps, Orkut), which can be embedded in any webpage, and can run on other third party applications (e.g. MyAOL)—which are used across 100,000 Web sites.”).


88. Id.

89. See William S. Comanor, Vertical Arrangements and Antitrust Analysis, 62 N.Y.U. L. Rev. 1153, 1161 (1987) (noting that multiproduct entities enjoy economies of scope in the distribution sector by substantially reducing their distribution cost for their large number of products, which may have important anti-competitive results).

90. See id. at 1162.

91. See Joseph Bankman & Ronald J. Gilson, Why Start-Ups?, 51 Stan. L. Rev. 289, 298 (1999) (“To the extent that the innovation builds on the employer’s existing technology, it is quite likely that the employer can achieve economies of scope in connection with the innovation’s commercialization, manufacturing, and marketing.”).
Positive consumer experience with existing products in the market naturally creates higher entry barriers for unfamiliar or undiversified entities. In the example above, both Entities C and D are producers competing over the same customers of new product X. Nevertheless, as creator of the previously successful related product Z, Entity C has a scope advantage over the new producer Entity D in the same marketplace. Many operating systems, applications, and related software will have to be realigned when using a new product, even if the new product is superior to existing products in the market. If product X is interconnected to current product Z with strong economies of scope, Entity D will have greater difficulties penetrating the market. Path dependency and high learning and switching costs prevent many customers from converting from a familiar product (such as the PC computer) to a new one (the iMac computer).

C. Other Economies

Larger entities may have a greater ability to defray costs as well. Through the operation of the law of large numbers, economies of scale

---

92. Paul W. MacAvoy, Daniel F. Spulber & Bruce E. Stangle, Is Competitive Entry Free? Bypass and Partial Deregulation in Natural Gas Markets, 6 YALE J. ON REG. 209, 235 (1989) (“If the incumbent has variable costs that exhibit economies of scope, the sum of the stand-alone costs of separately serving each customer class will exceed the total costs of jointly serving all customer classes.”).


96. Economies of scale can occur in several ways. They include, but are not limited to, the total output of particular products through time, the duration of production time, the rate of production, the extent of the calibration of products, the production capacity of units of plant or machinery, and the range of operations and stages of productions. PRATTEN, supra note 80, at 14 (enumerating the dimensions affecting the efficiency of production).
reduce the average unit cost as the scale of output increases. Therefore, firms that benefit from economies of scale may have a greater capacity to spread costs over their larger output. Economies of scale can occur in several ways. They include, but are not limited to, the total output, the duration of production time, the rate of production, the extent of the calibration of products, the production capacity of plant or machinery, and the stages of production. The bigger the entity, the better its performance in these aspects.

The dynamic impact of economies of scale is mainly observed in industries that involve high fixed costs. Fixed costs are expenses that are incurred even with zero output. They do not change as a function of the business activity within a relevant period. Examples of fixed costs include capital expenditures on newly-acquired machinery and equipment. Accordingly, if all entities incur the same fixed costs, those with greater output are better able to bear them. As the dimensions of the production scale increase, these costs can be spread over a larger output to reduce the cost-per-unit of production.

Nevertheless, diseconomies of scale are also possible. In such cases, entities may see a rise, rather than a decline, in their costs as their scale increases. This may be a result of variable costs that increase, rather than decrease, with scale. For example, there may be a need to design, build, and run bigger equipment and machinery as the firm increases its output. In
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97. Id.; see also STIGLER, supra note 19, at 71 (1968) (examining the relationship between the scale and the rate of output of the enterprise). Stigler’s main thesis is that the determination of the optimum size of the firm is a judgment on the efficient size. Through what he coins as the “Survivor Principal” the optimum size of the enterprise is ascertained empirically, either by a comparison of the actual costs of firms of different sizes, a comparison of rates of return on investment, or a calculation of probable costs of enterprises of different sizes in light of technological information. Id. at 72.


100. PAUL A. SAMUELSON, ECONOMICS 439–52 ( Bonnie E. Lieberman et al. eds., 11th ed. 1980) (discussing marginal cost and utility, cost curves, and shutdown and breakeven points).

101. PRATTEN, supra note 80, at 16.

102. In the case of diseconomies of scale, some of those costs may be increased as a result of the need to design, build, and run bigger equipment and machinery. Increased scale may be disadvantaged by the spread of the variable cost. It could be (and often is) the case that dVc/dx>0. Id.
this case entities with enlarged scale may be disadvantaged by the upsurge in the variable cost.  

In *The Nature of the Firm*, Ronald Coase discussed diseconomies of scale. He described various factors that may increase, rather than decrease, transaction costs of larger firms:

Apart from variations in the supply price of factors of production to firms of different sizes, it would appear that the costs of organising and the losses through mistakes will increase with an increase in the spatial distribution of the transactions organised, in the dissimilarity of the transactions, and in the probability of changes in the relevant prices. As more transactions are organised by an entrepreneur, it would appear that the transactions would tend to be either different in kind or in different places. This furnishes an additional reason why efficiency will tend to decrease as the firm gets larger.

One can imagine diseconomies of experience transpiring in a like manner. Consider the U-shaped curve below, with a two-dimensional mirror arc. It describes the cost-per-unit of production as a function of increases in the marketplace experience of the entity.

Chart 1: Economies of Experience

---

103. See R. Preston McAfee & John McMillan, *Organizational Diseconomies of Scale*, 4 J. ECON. & MGMT. STRATEGY 399, 400 (1995) (pointing to increases in the hierarchical distance between the information source and the decision maker as the reason for this phenomenon).

As the economies of experience of the entity increase, its cost-per-unit decreases. This is a result of the forces of age and scope. Nevertheless, in some cases we may witness diseconomies of experience occurring at the right end of the spectrum. After the marginal cost-per-unit reaches an optimal level and ceases to fall, it begins to increase with age and scope. From this moment on, old-timers begin to produce goods and services at an increased cost-per-unit. Their ability to defray costs may decrease as they mature.

Some of the factors that may contribute to diseconomies of experience can be traced to increased bureaucracy, duplication of efforts, and office politics. For example, over a period of years, power and social networking within an organization could hamper changes that benefit the organization. Veteran employees and unions who have organizational influence may serve their own personal interests, without regard to the interests of the organization. Yet, aside from the conditions mentioned above, which disadvantage some old-timers, in most cases, economies of experience disadvantage newcomers.

To conclude, marketplace experience may offer a significant benefit to those who possess that knowledge. Economies of experience in age and scope often afford old-timers a market advantage over newcomers. This advantage can manifest itself in an increased ability to defray costs in the production or distribution process. The next Part will demonstrate the function of such economies in the context of regulation. It also demonstrates the incidence of regulatory transaction costs on unregulated parties that transact with these afflicted entities.

105. See Joseph A. Schumpeter, Business Cycles (1939), reprinted in THE ENTREPRENEUR, CLASSIC TEXTS BY JOSEPH A. SCHUMPETER 294 (2011) (speaking of “big, particularly of ‘giant,’ concerns which often are but shells within which an ever-changing personnel may go from innovation to innovation”).

106. See CLAYTON M. CHRISTENSEN, THE INNOVATOR’S DILEMMA: WHEN NEW TECHNOLOGIES CAUSE GREAT FIRMS TO FAIL 86 (Michael L. Tushman & Andrew H. Van de Ven eds., 1997) (claiming that established firms are captive to the financial structure and organizational culture which block timely investment in the next wave of destructive technology rendering them archaic); Todd R. Zenger, Explaining Organizational Diseconomies of Scale in R&D: Agency Problems and the Allocation of Engineering Talent, Ideas, and Effort by Firm Size, 40 MGMT. SCI. 708, 709 (1994) (examining scale diseconomies and offering employment contracts as an explanation for diseconomies of scale in R&D).

107. See Carrie R. Leana & Harry J. van Buren III, Organizational Social Capital and Employment Practices, 24 ACAD. MGMT. REV. 538, 539 (1999) (discussing employment practices as primary mechanisms by which social capital is fostered or discouraged within organizations).

IV. REGULATORY ASYMMETRIES

Regulatory burdens affect some entities more adversely than others. An important type of cost that is often omitted in the literature is the influence of government action on newcomers. This Part shows that regulatory action disadvantages this specific cohort of entities and their unregulated affiliates. Assuming that there are instances in which regulation is the most efficient means to achieve a certain cause, what is the effect of a regulation on the cohort of newcomers? Who eventually bears the economic cost of governmental action? This Part attempts to answer these questions without referring to notions of “fairness” regarding old-timers (who used to be newcomers) and had to endure similar asymmetries themselves. As opposed to normal entry costs (equipment and labor), regulations are government tools aimed at protecting society, but, as this Part demonstrates, can be utilized to provide market domination and ultimately harm society.

A. Regulated Parties

When regulatory norms affect certain parties more than others, the greater affected party’s competitive position may deteriorate based solely on the regulatory action. Asymmetrical distribution of regulatory costs creates significant competitive hurdles. In extreme cases, the economic effect of certain regulations can be so perverse as to hamper innovation by inhibiting entrepreneurs from entering the market at all.

1. Firsthand Learning

Becoming knowledgeable about the industry’s rules and guidelines is significant in the production process. Certain regulations may affect or

---


111. Müller & Nijsen, supra note 38, at 282 (defining “irritation costs” as the effect of regulation hindering the entrepreneur at the highest degree in his activities).
even significantly alter the production process. Having to research, examine, and comply with regulations that govern the market increases the initial compliance and administrative costs for an inexperienced firm. As such, regulatory costs fall more heavily on inexperienced entities.

Regulatory knowledge is crucial in preventing non-compliance or regulatory default. All entities must remain informed of new or revised regulations, interpret them to determine whether they apply, and devise compliance strategies. ‘[W]ritten . . . by lawyers for lawyers,’ regulations are often too complex for business owners to comprehend. Entities must understand a significant body of regulations to determine what rules apply and how to avoid non-compliance. The yearly cost of complying to U.S. federal government regulations is estimated as $10,000 per employee. This cost amounts to over $2 trillion each year, an amount equal to 12 percent of GDP. Although obtaining market information is a calculated cost, the literature has largely overlooked the distributive effects of regulatory knowledge on newcomers.

Although newcomers might be more nimble in their ability to adapt to new business conditions, this may not be true regarding regulation. New

112. See Richard J. Lazarus, Pursuing “Environmental Justice”: The Distributional Effects of Environmental Protection, 87 NW. U. L. REV. 787, 792–806 (1993) (reviewing environmental regulations’ disproportionate impact on minority and poor communities); see also supra Part I.A.


114. See, e.g., Jukka Similä et al., Biodiversity Protection in Private Forests: An Analysis of Compliance, 26 J. ENVTL. L. 83, 90 (2014) (“One of the potential reasons leading to unintentional non-compliance is the lack of specific regulatory knowledge and expertise among regulatees.”).


116. See, e.g., Ted Schneyer, From Self-Regulation to Bar Corporatism: What the S&L Crisis Means for the Regulation of Lawyers, 35 S. TEX. L. REV. 659, 667 (1994) (“Where protocols have been approved by regulators, compliance should insulate law firms from liability if their clients fail.”).


118. See, e.g., Sunil Gupta, John Paul MacDuffie & David J. Reibstein, Roundtable Discussion on B2B Exchanges, ANTITRUST, Fall 2000, at 8, 14 (“Much of the dot.com world believes that such an entity will move too slowly and face too much internal bickering to be successful, particularly where more nimble and creative newcomers can nibble away pieces of the market.”); Michael E. Levine, Airline Competition in Deregulated Markets: Theory, Firm Strategy, and Public Policy, 4 YALE J. ON REG. 393, 406 (1987) (describing the concern that high costs make “firms overweight, possibly arthritic, dinosaurs, threatened by nimble, lean, and aggressive new-entrant carriers”); Jane K. Winn,
entities endure higher compliance costs than older ones. They incur additional outlays to learn the regulatory environment of their new market or industry. Complex regulatory paperwork, multifaceted procedures, and cumbersome guidelines are unfamiliar territories to a new entity. It needs to spend either time or capital to obtain such information. Thereafter, it needs to monitor and follow changes in regulations. Early on in the process, it needs to figure out how to conform to regulation. Thus, young firms have significant upfront costs that include, but are not limited to, spending time or money learning administrative facts and procedures, obtaining legal advice, and paying fines and penalties for non-compliance.

Therefore, the combined impact of economies of experience and regulation results in a greater burden on those unfamiliar with a market or its regulatory environment. Newcomers are often overwhelmed by other goals, such as developing their product and penetrating the market. Bureaucratic processes result in more complex and intensive regulation, unnecessary delays, penalties, prohibitive costs, and increasing data requirements. These hurdles may create such high costs that new entrants are not able to meet price competition from existing entities in the market, leading to their failure. In extreme cases, regulations decrease the incentive for new entities to penetrate the market.

Regulatory knowledge that has been obtained and written off by old-timers gives them a distinct advantage over newcomers. Accordingly,

Making XML Pay: Revising Existing Electronic Payments Law to Accommodate Innovation, 53 SMU L. REV. 1477, 1483 (2000) ("Given the growing mismatch between the rapid innovation now taking place in Internet commerce and the glacial pace of change in the world of legacy electronic payment systems, there would appear to be ample opportunities for newer and more nimble competitors to move in and gain market share.").

119. See, e.g., Jeff Schwartz, The Law and Economics of Scaled Equity Market Regulation, 39 J. CORP. L. 347, 386 (2014) ("Younger firms are likely to spend more on compliance than older ones.").
120. Id.
122. See Kafoglis, supra note 98, at 111 (arguing that small businesses are not effective in mitigating regulatory costs); B. Peter Pashigian, A Theory of Prevention and Legal Defense with an Application to the Legal Costs of Companies, 25 J.L. & ECON. 247, 261 (1982) (finding economies of scale in both in-house and outside legal costs in a study of 500 of the top 750 Fortune companies).
124. Id.
125. See Note, Resurrecting Economic Rights: The Doctrine of Economic Due Process Reconsidered, 103 HARV. L. REV. 1363, 1372 (1990) ("Regulations such as minimum wage and maximum hours statutes, land-use restrictions, price controls, and barriers to market entry all reduce the supply of ‘product’ by increasing the marginal cost of producing the relevant goods and services.").
established firms possess a greater ability to handle regulatory variance due to their economies of experience. They can more easily spread over time and preexisting output.

As it pertains to scope, a single-product entity is more likely to be in an inferior regulatory position to an entity with two or more related products that can be produced or retailed using similar methods. Firms with increased economies of experience either have more regulatory knowledge or employ skilled employees who are able to maneuver such information. They have strategic protocols in place to learn and comply with existing regulations. As a result, their superior information improves their competitive position. Their regulatory expertise provides them with more opportunities to diversify their products (scope), suppliers, and customers. This may allow them to develop a greater position in the market.

2. Rulemaking Process

Federal regulations are often created through a process of notice-and-comment. Naturally, the input from this process comes from existing entities in the marketplace. Moreover, regulatory agencies often correspond informally with representatives of interested groups or constituents who have captured their attention. Trade associations and old-timer leaders of regulated industry often participate and share the cost of filing comments during the notice-and-comment period. These trade associations are powerful repeat players with the financial ability to undertake expensive litigation to challenge new rules. For example, the U.S. Chamber of Commerce, a major lobbying force, spends considerable resources on lobbying the White House, Congress, and regulatory agencies
on legal matters.\textsuperscript{131} Frequent interactions between old-timers and employees at regulating agencies often result in old-timers winning seats on advisory councils, which provide them with advantages in managing regulatory compliance issues.\textsuperscript{132}

Newcomers and young entities arrive later in the rulemaking process. As a result, they lack the knowledge, resources, or agency relationships to exploit, learn, or affect administrative rulemaking.\textsuperscript{133} They rarely attend, participate, or get involved in administrative rulemaking.\textsuperscript{134} Their inability to influence this process places them at a distinct disadvantage. Accordingly, these entities remain ignorant of upcoming new rules until they are already in place or when faced with a compliance default.\textsuperscript{135}

The \textit{Allied Tube} case is an example of the importance of familiarity with the different factors of the rule-making process.\textsuperscript{136} In that case, respondent Indian Head was a newcomer manufacturer of innovative polyvinyl chloride (PVC) tubes that were easier to handle and safer in contact with exposed wires.\textsuperscript{137} Indian Head submitted a proposal to the National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) to list its new product as an acceptable electrical conduit under the National Electrical Code (the Code).\textsuperscript{138} This was a crucial step for Indian Head, because the Code was

\begin{itemize}
\item[131.] Jeffery Rosen, \textit{Supreme Court Inc.}, N.Y. TIMES MAG., Mar. 16, 2008, at 41 (reporting the U.S. Chamber of Commerce spent $21 million on lobbying regulatory matters).
\item[132.] See Richard W. Painter, \textit{Game Theoretic and Contractarian Paradigms in the Uneasy Relationship Between Regulators and Regulatory Lawyers, 65 FORDHAM L. REV.} 149, 178 (1996) (“One of the most powerful influences on whether play between lawyers and regulators will evolve toward mutual cooperation, mutual defection, or some other equilibrium, is whether the players have an opportunity to negotiate before play begins.”); see also \textit{IAN AYRES & JOHN BRAITHWAITE, RESPONSIVE REGULATION: TRANSCENDING THE DEREGULATION DEBATE} (1992).
\item[133.] This depends on market conditions and natural monopolies, such as cable and television systems that use their first-mover advantage to prevent further entry.
\item[134.] Murray Weidenbaum, \textit{Improving the Public Policy Climate for Midsized Business by Reforming Government}, in \textit{10 ADVANCES IN THE STUDY OF ENTREPRENEURSHIP, INNOVATION AND ECONOMIC GROWTH} 1, 6 (Gary D. Libecap ed., 1998) (stating that participating in academic-like rulemaking meetings is a rare luxury for certain entities).
\item[136.] See \textit{Allied Tube & Conduit Corp. v. Indian Head, Inc.}, 486 U.S. 492 (1988).
\item[137.] \textit{Id.} at 496.
\item[138.] \textit{Id.}
\end{itemize}
adopted into law by many state and local governments.\textsuperscript{139} It was widely accepted by insurers and contractors as identifying acceptable electrical products.\textsuperscript{140} The prospect of approving PVC pipes as an acceptable conduit threatened old-timer Allied Tube (Allied), then the nation’s largest producer of steel conduit.\textsuperscript{141} Accordingly, it met with more than 200 members of the steel industry, other steel conduit manufacturers, and its independent sales agents.\textsuperscript{142} They decided to pack the upcoming annual meeting of the NFPA with new members whose only function would be to vote against the PVC tube proposal.\textsuperscript{143} Allied alone recruited 155 people including employees, executives, sales agents, the agents’ employees, employees from two divisions that did not sell electrical products, and the wife of a national sales director.\textsuperscript{144} Along with other manufacturers, they paid over $100,000 for the membership, registration, and attendance expenses of these new voters.\textsuperscript{145} This plan was successful, and Indian Head’s proposal to include PVC pipes in the Code was denied.\textsuperscript{146}

Indian Head sued Allied for violation of the Sherman Act.\textsuperscript{147} The District Court determined that Allied was protected under Noerr–Pennington immunity doctrine because it used acceptable standards of political action to influence the NFPA.\textsuperscript{148} Indian Head appealed the decision, and the appellate court reversed.\textsuperscript{149} Allied appealed again, and the Supreme Court, in a split decision, affirmed the appellate court’s holding.\textsuperscript{150}

This litigation saga demonstrates the regulatory obstacles that entities lacking economies of experience in regulation face. It exemplifies the power of old-timers to strategically block innovations through the rulemaking process. It leaves one wondering how many other ideas and disruptive technologies encountered such strong opposition from old-timers with influence over the regulator. Our economy and society as a whole lose when innovations are placed on hold or barred from entering the

\textsuperscript{139} Id. at 495.
\textsuperscript{140} Id.
\textsuperscript{141} Id. at 496.
\textsuperscript{142} Id.
\textsuperscript{143} Id.
\textsuperscript{144} Id. at 497.
\textsuperscript{145} Id.
\textsuperscript{146} Id. at 498.
\textsuperscript{147} Id. at 497.
\textsuperscript{149} Indian Head, Inc. v. Allied Tube & Conduit Corp., 817 F.2d 938, 939 (2d Cir. 1987), aff’d, 484 U.S. 492 (1988).
\textsuperscript{150} Allied Tube, 486 U.S. at 492.
marketplace. It reflects poorly on the government when its action might be one of the reasons for this outcome.

Not all newcomers possess the resources and stamina necessary for prolonged litigation. Unlike Indian Head, they usually lack sufficient administrative and legal staff. They do not have timely information, access to compliance strategies, and negotiation power in the rulemaking process.151 Newcomers are either unaware or occupied, and are left to submit their ideas and views through the lengthy notice-and-comment period.152 Costs of obtaining regulatory information and developing strategic protocols to stay compliant are elevated for these entities. They often contract with others to promote their regulatory affairs; thus, they face increased regulatory costs.153 Economies of experience, therefore, provide a competitive advantage for existing market players. In fact, as the next Subpart reveals, it is in old-timers’ interests to advocate for market controls that hamper the entry of new entities.154 Economists have long noted the systematic incentives of old-timers to encourage further market constraints and hamper competition.155

3. Regulatory Capture

Nobel Prize-winning economist George Stigler has long developed his model of “economic regulation” to denote government intervention in the market.156 Realizing its effect over the industry and constituents’ welfare, he argued, regulated parties naturally will seek to cast their influence over regulatory agencies.157 Also known as “regulatory capture,” his theory


154. See RONALD A. CASS, REVOLUTION IN THE WASTELAND: VALUE AND DIVERSITY IN TELEVISION 139 (1981) (concluding that new entrants into the programming market are the first to be free from regulatory control).

155. See supra Part IV.A.2

156. See George J. Stigler, The Theory of Economic Regulation, 2 BELL J. ECON. & MGMT. SCI. 3, 4 (1971) (arguing through the regulatory process industry special interests will pressure regulators to the detriment of consumers).

157. Id. at 7; see also Sam Peltzman, Toward A More General Theory of Regulation, 19 J.L. & ECON. 211, 212 (1976) (refining Stigler’s theory by adding that from the demand side, industry leaders will lobby most effectively to sway regulation in their favor).
pointed out inevitable attempts by interest groups to affect government decision-making processes. In doing so, regulated entities may try various tactics (other than direct monetary bribes). They may promise future employment to the agency’s staff. Recurrent exchanges with the agency’s officials may yield cultivation of personal relationships. Committing to refrain from publicly criticizing the regulator is another way to yield the agency’s favoritism. Applying indirect pressure through elected officials may also be a way to influence the regulated agency. Lastly, lobbying and rallying “grassroots” stakeholders affected by potential regulation (such as employees and local communities) is another manner by which regulated parties affect the decision-making process.

While regulatory capture is not a new phenomenon, it is worthwhile reviewing it in light of economies of experience. Stigler epitomized the political relationship between industry group and regulatory agencies, noting:

The industry which seeks regulation must be prepared to pay with the two things a party needs: votes and resources. The resources may be provided by campaign contributions, contributed services (the businessman heads a fund-raising committee), and more indirect methods such as the employment of party workers. The votes in support of the measure are rallied, and the votes in opposition are dispersed, by expensive programs to educate (or uneducate) members of the industry and of other concerned industries.

These costs of legislation probably increase with the size of the industry seeking the legislation. Larger industries seek programs which cost the society more and arouse more opposition from


159. See Daniel C. Hardy, Regulatory Capture in Banking 5 (2006) (noting that “regulatory capture” may result in tight, costly prudential requirements to reduce negative spillovers of risk-taking by weaker banks).

substantially affected groups. The tasks of persuasion, both within and without the industry, also increase with its size.\textsuperscript{161}

While Stigler focused on the power of larger firms, this Article adds to the equation the influence of entities possessing experience through age and scope. Regardless of their size, old-timers that have frequent interactions with regulatory agencies benefit significantly. Their market familiarity affords them opportunities to promote regulation that can place heavier burdens on competitors as a strategy to attain market dominance.\textsuperscript{162} Even if this type of maneuvering is unsuccessful, they may inflict substantial costs on newcomers by delaying their entry into the market. In the case of disruptive technologies, when financial stakes are high, delays of even a few months can substantially impact the ability of newcomers to compete.

The story of Preston Tucker, an American automobile designer and entrepreneur, is an apt example.\textsuperscript{163} Tucker dreamed of making the world’s best car. He teamed up with Abe Karatz, a capitalist, to produce the Tucker ‘48, also known as the Tucker Torpedo.\textsuperscript{164} Tucker’s innovative business model included an Accessories Program, which raised funds by selling accessories before the car was even in production.\textsuperscript{165} Potential buyers who purchased Tucker accessories were guaranteed a spot on the dealer waiting list for a Tucker ‘48 car.\textsuperscript{166} Yet, a year later, the government shut down production of the Tucker ‘48 amidst allegations of stock fraud made by other American car manufacturers at that time.\textsuperscript{167} In an open letter to the automobile industry, Tucker accused its members of fraud and regulatory pressure:

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{161} Stigler, \textit{supra} note 156, at 12.
  \item \textsuperscript{162} See generally Kelly, \textit{supra} note 49, at 1645 (describing "strategic spillover" as when parties employ externalities opportunistically as a type of extortion); Stacey L. Dogan & Mark A. Lemley, \textit{Antitrust Law and Regulatory Gaming}, 87 \textit{TEX. L. REV.} 685, 687 (2009) ("Complex regulatory systems—particularly those requiring government approval for market entry—can create opportunities for such gaming by enabling dominant parties to dictate industry standards while delaying entry of competing products.").
  \item \textsuperscript{163} See \textit{STEVE LEHTO, PRESTON TUCKER AND HIS BATTLE TO BUILD THE CAR OF TOMORROW} 2 (Chicago Review Press ed., 1st ed. 2016).
  \item \textsuperscript{164} Larry E. Ribstein, \textit{How Movies Created the Financial Crisis}, 2009 \textit{MICH. ST. L. REV.} 1171, 1185 (2009) ("Tucker’s competitors and their allies in government combined to bring him down, but only after he had been vindicated in principle."); \textit{TUCKER: THE MAN AND HIS DREAM} (Lucas Film Ltd. 1988).
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There is . . . a very powerful group—which for two years has carried on a carefully organized campaign to prevent the motoring public from ever getting their hands on the wheel of a Tucker!

These people have tried to introduce spies into our plant. They have endeavored to bribe and corrupt loyal Tucker employees. Such curiosity about what goes on in the Tucker plant should be highly flattering, I suppose. But they haven’t stopped there.

They even have their spokesmen in high places in Washington. As a direct result of their influence, Tucker dealers all over the country—men of character and standing in their communities—have been harassed and grilled by agents of the government and Congressional Investigating Committees.  

In 1948, Tucker sought to manufacture a vehicle of the future. His was an innovative product that was never mass-produced as a result of a regulatory manipulation. He did not have the financial resources to effectively combat the auto companies’ legal tactics. In this David and Goliath story, old-timers won by using regulatory influence and litigation to stifle new market entrants. The Securities and Exchange Commission investigated his innovative marketing techniques and tried him for fraud. He was acquitted in 1950, the year he sought bankruptcy. He passed away shortly after his financial debacle while still working on new car designs.

The case of City of Columbia goes further to illustrate the ability of local old-timers, not only to apply, but also to create rules that stifle regional competition. In this case, Omni Outdoor Advertising (Omni), a young Georgia corporation, sought to begin erecting billboards in the metropolitan area of Columbia, South Carolina. Columbia Outdoor Advertising (Columbia Outdoor) was a local company that had been in the billboard business for forty years, controlled over 95% of the relevant market, and acted to block Omni from entering its market.

---

171. Id. at 124.
172. Id. at 191.
174. Id. at 367.
175. Id.
Columbia Outdoor was owned by a family with close relations to the city’s political leaders. The family met with city officials, seeking the enactment of zoning ordinances that would restrict billboard construction. The company’s efforts prevailed when the Columbia city council imposed a moratorium period on billboard construction in the city, except as specifically authorized by the council. After this ordinance was invalidated by a state court, the city council passed a new ordinance that restricted the size, location, and spacing of billboards. Omni sued the city and Columbia Outdoor for violation of the Sherman Act and for engaging in unfair trade practices. Omni argued that there was an anticompetitive conspiracy between city officials and Columbia Outdoor.

The District Court ruled that the alleged activities were outside the scope of federal antitrust laws. The Court of Appeals reversed, reinstating the verdict in favor of Omni, and the case went before the Supreme Court. The Supreme Court ruled that the city’s actions, which were an implementation of state policy, were immune from federal antitrust liability. The Court’s reasoning for this holding is of much importance. The Court explained that it is both inevitable and desirable that public officials consider private citizens’ pleas. It interpreted the antitrust laws to condemn trade restraints, not political activity. This case appears to provide old-timers a pass to utilize political connections to seek legislation that may result in anticompetitive action.

Lastly, the case of Radiant Burners illustrates the ability of old-timers to utilize their market connections to bar the entrance of innovative products. The American Gas Association (AGA) operated testing laboratories to determine the safety, utility, and durability of gas burners. It adopted a “seal of approval” that it affixed on gas burners found to have passed its tests. Nevertheless, its tests were not based on “objective
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Radiant Burners (Radiant) developed new ceramic gas burners that were safer, durable, and more efficient. Yet, the AGA repeatedly refused to give Radiant’s product seal of approval. Moreover, the AGA and its utility members (such as Peoples Gas and Northern Gas who also sold burners) refused to provide gas service to Radiant’s products. By doing so, they effectively excluded Radiant’s new product from the market. Potential customers abstained from installing a product for which they could not obtain gas service.

The District Court dismissed Radiant’s complaint, and the Court of Appeals for the Seventh Circuit affirmed, finding no evidence of a boycott or conspiracy. The Supreme Court reversed, holding that there was, in fact, a trade restraint and a public harm. It took an elongated regulatory process and legal persistence for Radiant, a newcomer, to enter the market of gas burners. Today, ceramic gas burners are a standard. This case demonstrates the power old-timers have to conspire and prevent newcomers from selling their products. It shows that by bundling their products (gas burners and gas service), old-timers possessing economies of experience gain an advantage of scope and can block service to newcomers’ products.

4. Regulatory Spillovers

Regulation is often a result of bargaining and compromise between regulators and old-timers. These compromises may increase the regulatory costs on newcomers. This may be an unintended result of devising rules that rely on old-timers’ production and business models. It may also be the result of strategic attempts by old-timers to create high entry barriers. Either way, newcomers oftentimes have to serve as regulatory entrepreneurs in order to spur change. Their business model might be
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197. See infra notes 200–207 and accompanying text.
based on changing the regulatory environment.\textsuperscript{199} At some point, they may know more about the regulatory environment than old-timers. But they still may need to join others or act independently to push for regulatory change in order to overcome entrenched rules created under older models. This may create positive spillovers for other market players and society as a whole.

The recent Aereo litigation saga verified once more the advantages of economies of experience in thwarting ingress of regulatory change of disruptive technology by innovative newcomers.\textsuperscript{200} The Aereo litigation involved the Copyright Act, which extensively regulates TV broadcasting services.\textsuperscript{201} Using new technology, Aereo created an innovative broadcasting platform that picked up free, over-the-air broadcast signals using antennae.\textsuperscript{202} It then retransmitted the underlying content on the internet to its subscribers. Its product did not look like standard cable TV services.\textsuperscript{203} It used thousands of dime-sized antennae, each assigned to an individual subscriber, that received near-live show streaming.\textsuperscript{204} Nevertheless, established TV broadcasters, such as Fox, CBS, NBC, and Disney, were outraged and sought to place controls on this new platform. Shortly after Aereo launched, these broadcasters filed for an injunction, arguing that because Aereo acted like a cable company it needed to pay

\textit{Entrepreneurship}, 90 S. Cal. L. Rev. 383, 385 (2017) (describing regulatory entrepreneurs as individuals and firms that pursue a business strategy in which changing the law is a significant part of the business plan). The hotel and taxi industries are good examples of industries that were shaken by the recent emergence of the sharing economy that required regulatory change. Newcomers like Airbnb, which enable people to turn their homes into small hotels, and Uber or Lyft, which enable people to use their cars as taxi services, have managed to benefit from the regulatory vacuum. \textit{See generally} Henry Ross, \textit{Ridesharing’s House of Cards: O’Connor v. Uber Technologies Inc. and the Viability of Uber’s Labor Model in Washington}, 90 Wash. L. Rev. 1431, 1431 (2015) (describing the “immense popularity” of Uber “as the most successful Silicon Valley startup ever,” which “after just six years had a network of over 160,000 drivers in the United States alone”).

\textsuperscript{199} \textit{See generally} DEBORA L. SPAR, RULING THE WAVES: CYCLES OF DISCOVERY, CHAOS, AND WEALTH FROM THE COMPASS TO THE INTERNET 5 (2003) (using storytelling to describe how historically noted entrepreneurs carved new markets from the emerging technology and proclaimed that the old rules no longer applied, thereafter turned to the government and lobbied for order and setting the stage for the next wave of discovery.).


\textsuperscript{201} For the history of regulatory debates over copyright issues of video programming, see TIMOTHY WU, \textit{Copyright’s Communications Policy}, 103 Mich. L. Rev. 278, 311–24 (2004) (outlining FCC and industry debates in the context of broadcasting and cable television).

\textsuperscript{202} \textit{See} Aereo, 134 S. Ct. at 2503.

\textsuperscript{203} Aereo’s legal rationale relied on a Second Circuit decision, \textit{Cablevision}, where Cablevision offered its subscribers what it described as “remote DVR,” accessible through Internet connection. Cartoon Network LP v. CSC Holdings, Inc., 536 F.3d 121, 123 (2d Cir. 2008).

\textsuperscript{204} \textit{See} Aereo, 134 S. Ct. at 2503.
them retransmission fees. Aereo refused to pay these fees, arguing that it did not provide cable or satellite services. Aereo’s argument prevailed in both the district and appellate courts.

For a moment, it seemed like an original technology was able to disrupt the old regulatory landscape, a spillover effect that might have advantaged other players in the market. Regulated broadcasters could have benefitted by empowering consumers to manage their programming according to their choice. Small and independent broadcasters would have advanced from expanding viewership in their respective markets. Customers would have profited from low-rate access to television content through à la carte channels and mobile viewing.

Yet, American broadcasting companies appealed the case to the Supreme Court. In a striking 6–3 decision, the Supreme Court decided that despite using differing technology, Aereo effectively functioned as a cable TV provider. The Court held that Aereo’s actions infringed upon the content of network television providers under the Copyright Act. In light of this determination, Aereo applied for a compulsory cable license. Ironically, it was denied because it was considered an internet provider outside of the regulatory purview of the cable provider regulation. Following this litigation, the company declared bankruptcy. Although

210. Id.; The Supreme Court 2013 Term, Copyright Act of 1976-Transmit Clause-ABC, Inc. v. Aereo, Inc., 128 HARV. L. REV. 371 (2014) ("[Aereo] violated the Transmit Clause, even though each user had a dedicated antenna that produced a 'personal' copy of the broadcast.").
212. Emily Steel, Aereo Concedes Defeat and Files for Bankruptcy, N.Y. TIMES (Nov. 21, 2014), www.nytimes.com/2014/11/22/business/aereo-files-for-bankruptcy.html. A similar result happened in the case of iCraveTV in Canada. Tivo, who bought Aereo’s patent, is in pending litigation.
The Cost of Inexperience

too late for Aereo, the FCC recently proposed a new rule that legalizes online video providers like Aereo.214 

While some saw Aereo as a copyright evader,215 others commended it as a regulatory entrepreneur.216 Aereo did not fit into existing regulatory framework designed to accommodate standing technologies. This case illustrates regulatory inconsistency, which can disadvantage even experienced firms. Additionally, the influence and power of the broadcasting companies contributed to the exclusion of innovative newcomers like Aereo. There is no doubt that, as a newcomer, Aereo did not benefit from the same experience and ability to affect its regulatory environment as the cable and broadcast industry did. In her article The Law of the Platform, Professor Orly Lobel epitomized newcomers’ regulatory dilemma while discussing the case of Aereo:

Aereo was put in a no-win situation. The Supreme Court told Aereo it needed a license as a cable provider in order to help transmit content to end users, yet Aereo was unable to obtain a compulsory license because it was an Internet provider not regulated by the FCC. Thus, Aereo is a striking example of a disruptive platform business facing protective regulations, outdated legal definitions, and strong industry foes.217

Aereo’s battle might have failed but other regulatory entrepreneurs such as Airbnb and Uber won the regulatory battle. These companies engaged in entrepreneurship in the first place aiming to change the law.218 Some operated in gray areas while others simply broke the law and relied on popular support to leverage their way to shape the law.219

To summarize, the distributional effects of regulatory costs differ greatly among regulated entities. Conceivably, newcomers lacking

215. WNET v. Aereo, Inc. (Aereo II), 712 F.3d 676, 697 (2d Cir. 2013) (Chin, J., dissenting); Mark Rogowsky, Myth-Busting the Aereo Decision: No, The Supreme Court Didn’t Kill It... Nor Did They Kill Dropbox, FORBES (Jun 26, 2014), www.forbes.com/sites/markrogowsky/2014/06/26/myth-busting-the-aereo-decision-no-the-supreme-court-didn’t-kill-it-nor-did-they-kill-dropbox/ (claiming Aereo can choose between several options to continue its services).
216. Matthew Schruers, Symposium: Aereo Copyright Decision Creates Uncertainty for the Cloud, SCOTUSBLOG, (June 26, 2014), http://www.scotusblog.com/2014/06/symposium-aereo-copyright-decision-creates-uncertainty-for-the-cloud/ (“While other uncertainty-inducing constructions are also possible, this would be the interpretation of Aereo that does the least violence to innovation.”). See Pollman & Barry, supra note 198 and accompanying text.
218. See Pollman & Barry, supra note 198, at 386-89.
219. Id.
regulatory experience may be disproportionately affected in a regressive manner. Having no prior experience with regulation and a limited ability to mitigate the costs of obtaining such knowledge, new, apprenticing, or “green” entities face larger regulatory hurdles, impeding their development. Consequently, although a regulation may be efficient in correcting a certain market failure, its distributional effects may create another. The government de facto creates bigger obstacles and controls for newcomers. At times, as the case above demonstrates, the government may even discourage innovations and the breakthrough of new products into the market.

B. Unregulated Parties

Costs are not solely borne by a regulated entity; they can affect other constituents.220 The ability to mitigate regulatory transaction costs has significant implications. “Incidence theory” identifies which citizens are impacted by systemic shifts due to new costs.221 It seeks to determine whom and to what extent a person pays for costs.222 For example, firm managers can sometimes pass regulatory transaction costs backward on to stakeholders, vendors, and employees, or they can pass the costs forward onto customers.223 Although cost allocation is part of the private dealings between parties, the government may play a key role in determining aggregate distribution.

Despite many efforts devoted to studying the costs and benefits of various rules, we know surprisingly little about the incidence of particular regulations. There are several conceptual issues that inhibit attempts to establish incidence effects. Naturally, it is challenging to measure the effect of an entire regulatory system, due to its voluminous and convoluted rules. Measuring one regulation effectively assumes that all other relative outputs, performances, and procedures would remain unchanged if the


223. See sources cited supra note 110; see also Ian W.H. Parry et al., The Incidence of Pollution Control Policies, in THE INTERNATIONAL YEARBOOK OF ENVIRONMENTAL AND RESOURCE ECONOMICS 2006/2007, 19 (Tom Tietenberg & Henk Folmer eds., 2006) (arguing that low-income households bear a disproportionate share of the costs of environmental regulation).
government were to eliminate that rule. Nevertheless, it is worthwhile to consider the potential incidence of regulation on a cohort of regulated and unregulated affiliates, even if measuring it is cumbersome.

Labor may endure regulatory costs in the form of lower wages and poorer working conditions. Shareholders may weather a similar effect via scarce dividends and lower returns on investment. Consumers could bear regulatory costs in the form of higher prices and inferior service. Vendors might receive lower demands or poorer payment schedules. Lastly, regulatory transaction costs may be transferred to society as a whole when businesses forgo actions that cultivate social responsibility.

Assume an entity is facing a new regulation: can it pass on its cost to other markets or players? Contingent upon supply and demand elasticities, entities may be able to mitigate a portion of their regulatory costs by transferring some or all of these costs to consumers. Consider the Entities C and D from the example above. Both entities developed a new product, X. Entity C has already produced related product Z. If the government issues a new regulation affecting both entities, Entity C may be in a better position to aggregate regulatory costs and pass them on to its captive customers of both of its products. This is compared to Entity D, who may only pass the costs onto a single product. Entity D depends heavily on the

---


227. Bird & Zolt, *supra* note 224, at 1641 (“The conventional wisdom was originally that corporate taxes were borne by some combination of owners of corporate capital, employees, and consumers of products and services produced by the corporate sector.”).


230. See *supra* Part III.B.
sale of its single product, X, and thus has a higher price sensitivity and a lower ability to pass costs onward. In markets with labor-supply elasticity, entities with fewer products may have less ability to negotiate prices of labor and goods, so that they may charge the same values for their products as successful veteran firms do. 231

Although there are ordinary costs of doing business, government regulations may impose costs with devastating distributional effects. Certain entities might be able to pass these costs forward to customers and backward to employees, shareholders or suppliers. Other entities that may not easily mitigate these regulatory outlays are thus forced to sell at suboptimal prices, leading either to growth or death in the long run. 232 These entities may be innovative newcomers generating imperative spillovers. They are discouraged solely by the government action creating deadweight loss on regulated newcomers and their unregulated affiliates.

Entities that lack economies of experience may face higher obstacles in mitigating regulatory costs. Granted, some will be able to overcome these barriers because of their unique values, but others may lack the opportunity to do so. 233 Entities that are veterans in a market may well sustain super-competitive prices for longer, effectively deterring new market entrants and establishing long-term dominance. 234 The next Part proposes ways to remedy the potential for distributional asymmetries of regulatory costs. Thereafter, it reflects on future research on the efficiency of government regulation.

V. MITIGATING REGULATORY DISTRIBUTIONAL EFFECTS

Government regulation may be explicit or implicit. 235 It can be imposed before or contemporaneously with the harmful activity it seeks to

231. Except in cases of diseconomies of experience, veteran airline companies that are saddled with oppressive labor contracts as opposed to low cost airline companies. See, e.g., Elizabeth E. Bailey & John C. Panzar, The Contestability of Airline Markets During the Transition to Deregulation, 44 LAW & CONTEMP. PROBS. 125, 129 (1981); see also supra notes 76, 103–108 and accompanying text.

232. See, e.g., Herbert Hovenkamp, Antitrust Policy After Chicago, 84 MICH. L. REV. 213, 254 (1985) (defining “competition” within antitrust law to refer “not to a state of affairs in which prices are driven to marginal cost,” but a “regime in which small businesses have a chance to compete against larger, more efficient rivals”).


234. Posner, supra note 74, at 28 (stating that a tort judgment, like a tax, is a payment for a specific conduct).

235. Id. at 1.
Taxes, price controls, and administrative requirements are just a few examples of ways that regulators administer certain economic behaviors. Many regulations aim to remedy situations where parties act opportunistically, as well as to solve free riding problems. Likewise, they purport to force parties to consider the consequences of their actions. They do this by creating mechanisms for parties to internalize costs, which are the effects of their behavior on society.

This Article does not take a normative position on the appropriateness of regulation. Previous literature on cost-benefit analysis and other methodologies have attempted to answer this inquiry. Rather, it assumes that a rule is efficient in fixing a certain market failure. Still, once imposed, that rule’s distributional effects disadvantage newcomers. This may create severe entry barriers that deter parties from engaging in the activity altogether and result in an overall social loss. Likewise, this Article does not consider certain “fairness” issues in regard to old-timers (who used to once be newcomers themselves) “earning” their right for


238. For example, a regulation that solves a tragedy of the commons. See Garrett Hardin, The Tragedy of the Commons, 162 Science 1243, 1244–45 (1968) (suggesting government regulation as a potential remedy to the tragedy of the commons).

239. See Kelly, supra note 49, at 1648).

240. See STEVEN SHAVELL, ECONOMIC ANALYSIS OF ACCIDENT LAW 52–54 (1987) (stating that, under certain assumptions, strict liability may lead to optimal activity and care levels in the product market); Jon D. Hanson & Kyle D. Logue, The Costs of Cigarettes: The Economic Case for Ex Post Incentive-Based Regulation, 107 Yale L.J. 1163, 1273 (1998) (arguing that any form of regulation that seeks to internalize costs must measure actual damages).

241. See, e.g., Hahn & Hird, supra note 35, at 261–78 (reviewing studies of the costs and benefits of regulation).

242. See supra note 35 and accompanying text.

243. But see Erin Ann O’Hara, Opting Out of Regulation: A Public Choice Analysis of Contractual Choice of Law, 53 Vand. L. Rev. 1551, 1587 (2000) (finding that franchise contracts provide a useful example of how contractual choice-of-law can sometimes be used to minimize the continuing “dead weight” losses associated with regulation); Scott Andrew Shepard, A Negative Externality by Any Other Name: Using Emissions Caps as Models for Constraining Dead-Weight Costs of Regulation, 66 Admin. L. Rev. 345, 346 (2014) (suggesting a regulatory “compliance-cost cap” system derived from emissions-cap models to convince regulatory agencies to constrain the deadweight costs of their environmental regulations).

244. See MILTON FRIEDMAN, CAPITALISM AND FREEDOM 125–26 (1982) (finding that a government regulation that serves as an entry barrier is a dangerous form of trade restraint); Daniel J. Gifford, The Antitrust State-Action Doctrine After Fisher v. Berkeley, 39 Vand. L. Rev. 1257, 1295–1296 (1986) (defining “deadweight social loss” as “the value (including lost consumer surplus) in goods or services that would have been produced or sold in a competitive market but that are not produced because of the anticompetitive effects of the law of a state or a political subdivision thereof”).
regulatory advantage. It merely points out to those asymmetrical distributional effects that might occur due to economies of experience in regulation and possible solutions to alleviate such burdens should policymakers seek to do so in order to embolden innovation and market competition.

A. Deregulating Newcomers

One solution to the problems faced by newcomers may lie in the form of deregulation. If regulatory action provides a competitive disadvantage to newcomers, the government may excludes them from its purview. For instance, at present, the government provides numerous regulatory exemptions to people who operate or own stock in small firms.\(^{245}\) Relief from registration and reporting requirements under SEC rules,\(^ {246}\) exemptions from labor and employment rules,\(^ {247}\) and exclusions from health and safety guidelines,\(^ {248}\) are just a few examples of current sized-based deregulation. Moreover, for each regulation, regulating agencies must prepare an “initial regulatory flexibility analysis,” describing the effect of the proposed rule on small entities.\(^ {249}\) These regulatory exemptions have been rooted in the U.S. legal system since the early twentieth century, when the typical business enterprise was small, local, and personal. Small-business enterprises, Americans believe, epitomize

---


independence and liberty and a counterpoint to large corporations, thus, they deserve regulatory favoritism.\textsuperscript{250}

Nevertheless, exclusions do not solve the problem of regulatory costs. Exclusions do not eliminate regulatory costs altogether, because they introduce additional, indirect costs of learning the various secondary exclusionary rules.\textsuperscript{251} The promulgation process of such size-based exemptions typically does not consider informational and learning costs to such regulated and unregulated parties.\textsuperscript{252} Incumbents still must determine whether regulatory exemptions apply and plan for the best course of action to stay within their purview.\textsuperscript{253} They must stay informed about new or revised regulatory exclusions and must monitor and interpret exemption levels. Unregulated third parties suffer from similar informational costs in determining whether an entity is considered small under each law, in order to reduce their risk of non-compliance or production delays.\textsuperscript{254}

Lastly, morally speaking, scholars have long argued that in striking a balance between public health, privacy, and the risk of defrauding the public, small-business politics have prevailed.\textsuperscript{255} Millions of employees, customers, and citizens are left unprotected by government regulation due to the size of the business with which they interact.\textsuperscript{256} Size-based regulatory exemptions prevent many from suing small firms for unpaid overtime,

\begin{flushleft}
\textsuperscript{250.} See Mirit Eyal-Cohen, supra note 21, at 14 (describing the historical consequences that allowed the proliferation of small business deregulation).
\textsuperscript{251.} See Richard J. Pierce, Jr., Small is Not Beautiful: The Case Against Special Regulatory Treatment of Small Firm, 50 ADMIN. L. REV. 537, 542 (1998) (arguing small business exemptions are inefficient).
\textsuperscript{252.} See Bradford, supra note 39.
\textsuperscript{253.} Small Perspectives on Mandates, Paperwork, and Regulations: Hearing Before the S. Comm. on Small Bus., 105th Cong., 1st Sess. 61 (1997) (where small businessmen testified on the high amount that they pay each year to comply with regulatory paperwork requirements); C. Steven Bradford, Securities Regulation and Small Business: Rule 504 and the Case for an Unconditional Exemption, 5 J. SMALL & EMERGING BUS. L. 1, 3 (2001) (“Many small business issuers and their advisers are totally unaware that they must comply with federal or state securities law.”).
\textsuperscript{254.} Bradford, supra note 39, at 25 (“[E]xemptions sometimes increase the information costs of unregulated third parties who may need to distinguish between regulated and unregulated firms. Exemptions also encourage wasteful strategic behavior by firms seeking to avoid regulation.”).
\end{flushleft}
minimum wage, or child labor violations. There is no indication that this analysis and sentiment will change if deregulation will be based on economies of experience. Simply put, deregulation undermines the efficiency of government action and creates double standards.

B. Regulatory Information Sharing Networks

A straightforward solution to the distributional effects of regulation could be collaborative. At present, old-timers dominate trade associations to which regulatory agencies defer in the rulemaking process. Newcomers may form cooperatives and networks to share regulatory information and strategies. Data can be compiled based on information gathered by each newcomer. Thereafter, this data may be collected and delivered to network members for a participation fee. The network may also hire consultants and lawyers who will provide advice to its members at a reduced fee.

This is easier said than done. The case of Northwest is an example of the issues that collaborative networks may face. Northwest Wholesale Stationers (Northwest) was a cooperative buying agency of office supply retailers. Northwest acted as a wholesaler to its members and provided warehousing facilities. The cooperative membership consisted of approximately 100 office supply retailers in the Pacific Northwest states that purchased supplies from the cooperative. At the end of the year, Northwest distributed profits to its members in the form of a percentage


261. Id. at 286.
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Northwest’s bylaws prohibited members from engaging in both retail and wholesale operations.\textsuperscript{265} Twenty years after it joined the cooperative, Pacific Stationery was expelled without notice by a vote of Northwest cooperative members.\textsuperscript{266} Pacific Stationery became the leading office supplies retailer in the area.\textsuperscript{267} It also acted as a wholesaler; thus, according to Pacific Stationery, was voted out by the other members.\textsuperscript{268} Pacific Stationery sued, alleging that its expulsion constituted a group boycott that limited its ability to compete, and the expulsion should be considered a violation of the Sherman Act.\textsuperscript{269} The district court rejected this argument, finding no anticompetitive effect. On appeal, the Ninth Circuit sided with Pacific Stationery.\textsuperscript{270} Northwest appealed that decision. The Supreme Court reversed and remanded, holding that Pacific was required to prove a group boycott or a concerted refusal to deal.\textsuperscript{271} The Court further held that when a party challenges expulsion from a joint buying cooperative, it is required to demonstrate that the cooperative possessed market power or unique access to a business element necessary for effective competition.\textsuperscript{272} Regulatory knowledge could, in essence, be considered an important element of competition. Thus, it is hard to tell whether the sharing of regulatory information in networks will be able to withstand a similar legal attack.

Consider media networks like internet discussion forums as another example of an information-sharing solution. Scholars recently investigated online interactions in Uber and Lyft drivers’ forums on the subject of taxation.\textsuperscript{273} While these forums had some inaccurate or confusing information, they displayed general understanding of legal issues. Forum participants also frequently discussed whether driving was profitable.\textsuperscript{274} Participants exhibited a range of awareness of how certain tax rules affect them.\textsuperscript{275} Still, internet forums contain uncertainty and an overall lack of
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\end{flushleft}
substantiation. Accordingly, readers are not able to differentiate effectively between correct and incorrect advice dispensed in these forums.

There are other problems with information sharing. Some examples are collective action, free riding, and coordination issues. Moreover, regulatory information may fluctuate for each entity according to its structure, production progress, and its industry. There are various antitrust concerns regarding industry associations and coordination. This might be more acute in cases of industry-specific regulations, and less in regard to information-sharing networks on “meta regulations” (such as securities laws and labor and employment laws). For example, accelerators and incubators provide such general financial and business information to their incumbent firms. Lastly, regulatory information is a competitive advantage that many newcomers would prefer not to share once obtained.

276. Id. at 5–6.
277. See George J. Stigler, Free Riders and Collective Action: An Appendix to Theories of Economic Regulation, 5 BELL J. ECON. & MGMT. SCI. 359, 364–65 (1974). For a law and economics analysis of “network effects,” where a group of people use a particular good or service, see generally Amitai Aviram, Regulation by Networks, 2003 BYU L. REV. 1179, 1182 (2003) (arguing that networks are likely to be efficient regulators in markets characterized by significant network benefits and low concentration); Mark A. Lemley & David McGowan, Legal Implications of Network Economic Effects, 86 CALIF. L. REV. 479 (1998) (discussing compensatory institutions including regulatory competition through which there is choice between alternative regulatory regimes).
278. See supra Part II.
280. See, e.g., Brad Bernthal, Investment Accelerators, 21 STAN. J.L. BUS. & FIN. 139 (2016) (explaining the legal and extralegal dimensions of Investment Accelerator systems as information networks and institutions that support entrepreneurs and early stage startups).
Taxation and regulation have similar effects. They are both manifestations of sovereign power. Taxation is both doctrinal and metaphorical—a “tax” on behavior. Aside from raising revenue, many tax provisions are aimed at encouraging or discouraging a behavior by internalizing its social costs. This parallelism rests on the notion that when a regulatory cost affects the value of property, it is appropriating a portion of it.

Some courts view taxation as an asset price adjustment in response to granting a tax benefit. They contend that taxation is reflected in the surplus sum that buyers will pay for an asset above the price that they would have paid were there no tax benefit associated with owning that asset. On the other hand, regulation has been viewed as a form of “takings,” where the government affects specific property interests. Like taxation, regulations can potentially impose costs on certain constituents or benefit others.

282. See Alexander Wu, U.S. International Taxation in Comparison with Other Regulatory Regimes, 33 VA. TAX REV. 169, 171 (2013) (finding that taxation and regulation are not perfect substitutes and that there are different behavioral outcomes and legal justifications, depending on the context).

283. See, e.g., Jeff Strnad, Conceptualizing the “Fat Tax”: The Role of Food Taxes in Developed Economies, 78 S. CAL. L. REV. 1221, 1322 (2005) (discussing the public health perspective using tax as self-control device for addicts in the case of tobacco taxation and taxes on certain foods); see also Tax Expenditures: Compendium of Background Material on Individual Provisions: Before the S. Comm. on the Budget, 112th Cong., 358 (2012) (“For taxpayers who can itemize, the home mortgage interest deduction encourages home ownership by reducing the cost of owning compared with renting.”).

284. See David A. Weisbach, Implications of Implicit Taxes, 52 SMU L. REV. 373, 373 (1999) (discussing the importance of implicit tax in the context of the pre-tax profit requirement for tax shelters).


286. See id. at 556 (Breyer, J., dissenting) (“[A]pplication of the Takings Clause here bristles with conceptual difficulties. If the Clause applies when the government simply orders A to pay B, why does it not apply when the government simply orders A to pay the government, i.e., when it assesses a tax?”); Ronald J. Krotoszynski, Jr., Expropriatory Intent: Defining the Proper Boundaries of Substantive Due Process and the Takings Clause, 80 N.C. L. REV. 713, 729 (2002) (discussing the Takings Clause’s parallel effect to changing marginal tax rates); Barton H. Thompson, Jr., When Does Retroactivity Cross the Line? Winstar, Eastern Enterprises and Beyond: The Allure of Consequential Fit, 51 ALA. L. REV. 1261, 1265 (2000) (“All forms of property regulations and confiscations can be viewed as taxes.”); Weisbach, supra note 284, at 374.

287. See Richard A. Posner, Taxation by Regulation, 2 BELL J. ECON. & MGMT. SCI. 22, 23 (1971) (finding that some of the benefits of measuring the effect of taxation by regulation is the ability to discuss tax policy concepts such as delegation of authority to agencies, efficiency, equity, and enforcement in that context). The idea that regulation and taxation are in some respects interchangeable dates back to the mid-nineteenth and twentieth centuries. See, e.g., Needham C. Collier, The Federal Constitution and the Independence of the States—One of Its Cardinal Purposes, 1 LAW 615, 618 (1906) (discussing the interchangeability of liquor licenses and tax on liquor); Joseph R. Long, Federal Police Regulation by Taxation, 9 VA. L. REV. 81 (1922) (discussing the constitutionality of taxation by
Viewing regulation as taxation can be illuminating because it provides compensatory tools to mitigate the effects of regulation.288 This analogy opens the door to new policies and solutions without compromising regulatory sovereignty. Altering the progressivity of the corporate income tax is one way of mitigating the effect of implicit taxation through regulation.289 Another solution may be to permit the deductibility of regulatory costs only to entities that lack economies of experience. Lastly, if the government’s regulatory actions evidently disadvantage newcomers,290 then providing a compensatory tax credit might be useful. Regulators can construct a Newcomers’ Tax Credit that gradually decreases with experience and phases out to counter the regressive effect of regulation.291

From both political and policy perspectives, the first two options seem less feasible. Not all newcomers are subject to the corporate income tax regime, so changes in its progressivity would not affect them.292 Those that are subject to the regime may present income levels that fluctuate.
greatly. Furthermore, focusing on newcomers’ income misses the point. Income is not necessarily correlated with age and scope. Lastly, limiting the ability to deduct regulatory costs negates a deeply rooted policy of accounting for the cost of producing income. It would likely exacerbate the moral hazard of obtaining such a deduction.

A tax credit functions as a dollar-per-dollar reduction in tax liability. Many newcomers do not have positive income in their nascent years. Where there is no positive income, there is no tax liability. Thus, the newcomers’ tax credit could gradually phase out as experience increases. It could also be made refundable, providing a cash payment even to those newcomers with zero or negative tax liability. These features will help maintain the effectiveness of the new credit, regardless of the presence of net income. By multiplying a composite indicator of experience (the entity’s scope and age) by a fixed industry-based credit amount, the regressive nature of a regulation may be offset. Naturally, a newcomer’s tax credit involves a substantial revenue loss and may lead to new administrative costs or strategic planning. To remain revenue-neutral, introducing the credit alone would be ineffective unless combined with revenues from eliminating current size-based deregulation.

Although these compensatory proposals may be instrumental in narrowing the distributional effects of regulations on certain incumbents by “leveling the playing field,” they may not entirely solve the problem. Scholars have long debated the use of the tax system and the choice
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between indirect tax credits and direct federal spending programs.\textsuperscript{300} Taxation creates deadweight loss by increasing prices for consumers and lowering output.\textsuperscript{301} It introduces new informational and strategic costs. It may be optimal where the government has a comparative advantage in obtaining and evaluating information.\textsuperscript{302} Hence, although a new credit may be a viable solution, it remains to be seen whether its overall net effect on newcomers will be beneficial.

\subsection*{D. Regulatory Sandboxes}

Currently, there are various measures that aim to protect parties affected by agency action. For example, agencies often publish advance notice of a proposed rule to announce a new rule and request public input. At this point, the agency publishes the proposed rule along with the justification behind it and a response to any public comment on the advance notice. Thereafter, the Administrative Procedure Act imposes procedures, such as public notice and the opportunity for comment.\textsuperscript{303} The purpose of these measures is to improve fairness, encourage public participation, and increase consensus in the rulemaking process.\textsuperscript{304}

This type of “regulatory negotiation” (reg neg) includes a broad range of methods used by agencies for soliciting public input. Methods can include public hearings, one-time workshops, occasional roundtables, and established advisory committees.\textsuperscript{305} Throughout the advance notice and the notice-and-comment periods, interested parties can create coalitions and bargain over rulemaking with the regulating agency. This may result in customized rules favoring old-timers that possess market influence and prior experience in this type of bargaining. How can newcomers achieve greater impact throughout the development of proposed rules?
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\item \textsuperscript{300} See Hemel & Ouellette, supra note 296, at 333; Weisbach & Nussim, supra note 84, at 959 (finding that the decision whether to implement a “nontax” program or a “tax” program is a matter of institutional design and may be lacking if there are no benefits to coordinating the functions at issue with tax administration, or if they are lower than the additional costs from requiring administrators to specialize in these relatively distinct functions); George K. Yin, Temporary-Effect Legislation, Political Accountability, and Fiscal Restraint, 84 N.Y.U. L. REV. 174, 177, 255–57 (2009) (arguing that enactment of temporary-effect rather than permanent legislation would promote more political accountability and may result in greater fiscal restraint).
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One way to achieve such impact is for newcomers to assume a more predominant role in the rulemaking process through “regulatory sandboxes.” This process was recently proposed by the Financial Conduct Authority (FCA) in the UK. According to the FCA, industry players come together to propose, discuss, and test innovations in the area of Fintech (denoting software technologies aimed at supporting banking financial services) without suffering the consequences of regulatory default. In the Fintech industry, there are particular concerns about risk to financial markets, jurisdictional competition to be the next Silicon Valley for financial technologies, etc. These regulatory sandboxes are currently being considered by other regulators such as the Australian Securities and Investment Commissions, Singapore’s Monetary Authority, and Abu Dhabi’s Financial Services Regulatory Authority.

The idea of regulatory sandboxes originated from the acknowledgment of regulatory voids and uncertainties in the area of disruptive technological innovation. In this area, knowing how to structure regulatory interventions is difficult. Preserving the regulatory status quo, however, is much worse, as it may hamper new technologies from reaching the market. Through participation in sandboxes, the FCA is looking to reduce some of the existing regulatory barriers to firms that are testing innovative ideas. The function of the sandbox is to allow the FCA to maintain suitable regulatory safeguards while listening to the concerns of entrepreneurs.

Regulatory sandboxes could be implemented in the rulemaking process of some industries in the U.S. focused on including newcomers. Regulated agency officials can conduct open hearings or invite newcomers to participate in rulemaking committees to examine the feasibility of regulation in key issues. It may look into the type of regulatory barriers used in other countries.

306. FINANCIAL CONDUCT AUTHORITY, REGULATORY SANDBOX (2015), https://www.fca.org.uk/publication/research/regulatory-sandbox.pdf (“This paper is a report to Her Majesty’s Treasury on the feasibility and practicalities of developing a regulatory sandbox that is a ‘safe space’ in which businesses can test innovative products, services, business models and delivery mechanisms without immediately incurring all the normal regulatory consequences of engaging in the activity in question.”).
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newcomers face when entering the industry and ways to lower them. It could discuss the appropriate safeguards to protect public safety and welfare. Lastly, these types of industry-based sandboxes can deliberate on ways to maintain creativity and flexibility in rulemaking to assure regulatory arrangements continue to consider new solutions and remain current.311

Through sandboxes, regulators could become more proactive, dynamic, and responsive in their efforts to include entities that lack economies of experience. Congress might even compel newcomers’ inclusion in the rulemaking process. For example, current government contracting laws require that 23% of procurement contracts originate from entities lacking economies of scale.312 Similarly, the government may require regulating agencies to obtain at least 23% of their input from newcomers in the industry. Actively reaching out to recently listed newcomers to participate in the rulemaking process will create more opportunities for them to become well-versed and leave their mark. It will allow all parties to a regulatory directive to exchange ideas in a quicker manner. Reduced delays driven by regulatory uncertainty will shorten innovative products’ time to market. Improving the access of newcomers in this process will enable policymakers to receive more diverse considerations and will likely yield better regulation. It may restore trust and support of the regulatory authority among more constituents. Nevertheless, just because an agency invites participation by newcomers does not mean that newcomers will follow. There remains the challenge of incentivizing newcomers to invest time and money (that they usually do not have) in participating in the regulatory process. Moreover, the government will need to place safeguards to prevent certain old-timers from gaming and using such regulatory sandboxes to their benefit.313

VI. CONCLUSION

The entry of newcomers into the market has long been a measure of economic health.314 Young firms are the engine of innovative discoveries

311. Id. at 5.
313. There has been a concern of banks participating and abusing regulatory sandboxes to their benefit.
and employment growth. Since innovation and technological advances contribute to long-term economic growth more than capital accumulation, barriers and restraints on innovation very likely produce economic harm.

In my earlier work, I provided a model that evaluates the potential of young, innovative entities on economic development. This Article points to an asymmetrical distribution of regulatory costs that falls heavier on these same entities. It exposes the degree by which newcomers are disadvantaged when entering a regulated market or dealing with a new rule.

When government plays a prominent role in business, it has the potential of creating market “winners and losers.” Since the government has rulemaking power, old-timers will compete for its favor and engage in “rent-seeking.” They will attempt to secure competitive benefits for themselves and to prevent newcomers from accessing those benefits. Some regulatory gaming and manipulation have been declared antitrust violations. Nevertheless, monitoring and prohibiting attempts to influence regulatory and state action are difficult endeavors.

Case law such as *City of Columbia* even permits such activities.

Greater inclusion of market players in “regulatory sandboxes” prior to promulgating rules will provide newcomers with a voice in the process of developing new regulations. Introducing a Newcomers’ Tax Credit to compensate them for participating in rulemaking could mitigate some of the costs of their inexperience. Forming regulatory information cooperatives can help share these costs with other newcomers. While these
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solutions may not resolve the regressive impact of regulations entirely, they may be instrumental in narrowing such effect. They have the potential of improving newcomers’ survival and lowering entry barriers. To avoid the concentration of power, anticompetitive behavior, and monopolized deadweight losses, it is important for policymakers to recognize and correct obstacles to entry, especially those created by government actions. 323

Designing a regulatory framework that ensures social goals are met while encouraging disruptive innovations is not an easy task.

This Article also hopes to spur empirical research on the incidence of regulation on a cohort of regulated and unregulated affiliates to reveal how far down the distribution chain the potential asymmetries described above affect. Further experimentation is required with respect to the type of experience that matters most, the extent of age and scope that is distressed by the regulatory asymmetry, and the ways to alleviate the effects of the regulatory action on innovative newcomers. This Article also hopes to instigate further policy discussions, with the goal of attaining the ends of regulatory norms. Responsible regulators should routinely consider other, more efficient methods to mitigate the impact of regulation on society.

* * *
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